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I. INTRODUCTION

Maintain current reliability at reasonable costs to electricity consumers;

Expand the grid to meet new electrification needs; and 

Reduce dramatically carbon emissions.  

The foundations of the RTO (its reason for being and the design of its markets and planning) are inconsistent

in critical ways with these objectives; and

Multi-state RTO governance is likely too weak to execute on these objectives due to competing and parochial

policy-setting and insufficient executive authority vested in the RTO to navigate competing policy directives. 

This is the final in a three-paper series examining how well RTOs can be expected to handle the ongoing grid

transformation in this country. This transformation seeks to:

Our writings have voiced skepticism that the RTO, as currently constituted, offers the best model to realize our

grid transformation objectives.  Our prior two installments concluded, respectively that:   

Plainly, this casts us as skunks at the RTO garden party, spilling our drinks on the well-dressed technology

company, big box store and renewable developer guests there toasting RTOs as champions of transformation.

And while our posture in appraising RTO challenges bears an uncomfortably close resemblance to that of Statler

and Waldorf,[1] upon closer inspection, it is not unique or exceptional. Indeed, RTOs face schizophrenic

commentary from many participants as well as from regulators and policymakers. While many tout RTOs as the

path to grid transformation, these same voices actively and very publicly criticize actual operations, planning,

market design and governance of their own particular RTO.  Periodically, the volume of rebuke is amplified to

the point of threats to leave the RTO (e.g., in PJM), calls to remake the RTO from whole cloth (e.g., in ISO-NE) and

actions to disengage from or limit RTO initiatives.[2]  

What do we deduce from this love/hate relationship? 

RTOs were, in part, created to bring competition to the supply (generation) side of the business in response to

expensive asset investments put to ratepayers under cost-of-service regulation. This is especially true in regions

like the Northeast, where utilities were unbundled. Here, “competition” meant liberating ratepayers from

underwriting the costs and risks of investment in generation and instead placing these costs and risk on those

better positioned to manage them – merchant investors. In other regions of the country, particularly the Midwest

and Plains states, a primary driver for RTOs was a desire to achieve greater efficiencies through scale, reserve

sharing and joint dispatch of utility owned generation. 

1."Statler and Waldorf are a pair of Muppet characters best known for their cantankerous opinions and shared penchant for heckling. The
two elderly men first appeared in The Muppet Show in 1975, where they consistently jeered the entirety of the cast and their performances
from their balcony seats.” Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statler_and_Waldorf

2.  Examples include MISO’s current proposal to essentially separate its RTO into a north and south region for transmission planning and
cost allocation purposes and Dominion’s recent decision to move its Virginia and North Carolina customers out of the PJM capacity market.

3. Our first paper labors the point that economically correct prices are essential by design to reliable and efficient RTO operations. When
marginal prices are formed in a single-clearing price auction that assumes all supply is fungible, incorrect prices will result if zero-marginal
cost, price-taking suppliers supported by out of market programs are permitted to contribute to the price formation exercise.
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Indeed, RTOs face schizophrenic

commentary from many

participants as well as from

regulators and policymakers. While

many tout RTOs as the path to grid

transformation, these same voices

actively and very publicly criticize

actual operations, planning, market

design and governance of their own

particular RTO.

Yet today the entry of wind, solar and storage resources to displace

fossil generation is supported by the ratepayer, and to a degree, her

close cousin, the taxpayer. These are not merchant investments. This

is true in both RTO and non-RTO markets. And if the public policy

priority is reducing GHG emissions, that may not be a bad thing. But

let’s be clear, it’s also not a result of the competitive forces and the

market signals RTOs were designed to harness. In fact, as we’ve

argued in our first paper, the economics behind the design of RTO

markets can actually work in conflict with the forces effecting grid

transformation.[3]



Then what does explain statistics showing impressive carbon free resource penetration in RTOs and

tremendous potential growth in this penetration as seen in some RTO backlogged interconnection queues?

The answer largely lies in controlling for other drivers:
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4. See, e.g., Joskow, P., Challenges for Wholesale Electricity Markets with Intermittent Renewable Generation at Scale: The U.S. Experience,
MIT CEEOR, Working Paper Series, p.36 (January 2019)(discussing subsidies supporting solar and wind entry in contrast with with
dispatchable (generally fossil) resources relying on RTO energy, ancillary service and occasionally, capacity market revenue streams)
https://economics.mit.edu/files/16650

5. The terminology is borrowed from Professor Joskow, id. 

Outside academic and wholesale market designer circles, we don’t sense

that today’s campaign for RTOs as agents of grid transformation is driven

by faith that we’ll get electricity prices “right” if we just continue working to

adjust market design to align with the devilish operational physics arising

from a changing grid. The big technology companies and renewable

developers have shown little enthusiasm about ideal RTO market design

and reforming wholesale prices to signal behavior consistent with reliable

operations. Instead, their advocacy for the RTO is the hope it will break

down state regulated utility fiefdoms to bring about deeply decarbonized,

multi-state centralized regional grid operation. It promises this outcome,

so the argument goes, by offering new entrants and disruptive

technologies, access to RTO market revenues and a more accessible

physical interconnection to the grid, including having the RTO commission

new transmission as needed to support such access. This is the new RTO

ideal taking hold. 

…we don’t sense

that today’s

campaign for RTOs

as agents of grid

transformation is

driven by faith that

we’ll get electricity

prices “right”

Examine how renewables access the RTO grid and how undisciplined access in RTO markets is causing

an opaque and unfair shifting of costs among participants and consumers in those RTOs. 

Suggest that disciplined access and regional efficiencies through coordinated planning and operations

over a broad geography can be realized through private ownership, TRANSCO and TRANSCO-type

structures. 

And it’s the ideal we’ve chosen to focus on here. RTO proponents like the access it offers, (access to

interconnect and participate in an open market) and the regional efficiencies and broader geographic

operations that RTOs can accomplish. It is no surprise then that several of these companies are now RTO

stakeholders.  So, what we will do here is:

(i) states that pursue aggressive programs to support renewable penetration; 

(ii) the geography or natural conditions to harness solar and wind energy; and

(iii) the prevailing cost/price of wholesale energy regionally. 

A high-cost state, with wide open spaces offering strong irradiance or reliable winds, and a political/corporate

will to push towards a net zero carbon path will explain a high or growing penetration of renewables, more so

than whether that state happens to be in an RTO.[4]   

The RTO model has long been seductive as an ideal or theoretical construct.  In practice, it has proven messy,

complex and unstable despite its success realizing operational efficiencies by harnessing forces of geographic

scale and competition.  We won’t dwell on this point, except to say it may explain why we have spent two

decades and counting continuously “tinkering”[5] with, adding to and ultimately obfuscating the business and

scope of RTOs as we seek to align them more closely to theoretical vision and promise.
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6. If wind, solar and storage investment was inherently cheaper (all in) than conventional fossil, as proponents often assert,
governments worldwide are wasting vast sums advantaging these technologies unnecessarily. And there would be no call to action
from respected voices like Paul Joskow:

Id. at p.51.

7. The usual response is that these technologies, and older nuclear plants for that matter, would be competitive if only RTO prices
accounted for the social cost of carbon. But they don’t. Nor do they take into full account the social cost of polysilicon sourced in
Xinjiang for use in solar panels, or environmental costs incurred in mining rare earth minerals for batteries, or the risk adjusted costs
of storing nuclear waste.

to recognize that the attributes of the electricity market liberalization initiatives that have taken place in the last
25 years or so are being threatened, not by the entry of intermittent generation at scale per se, but rather by the
public policies that are trying to force systems to have very high penetrations of intermittent renewable energy
whether or not this is economical based on market prices.

To this end, once their disobliging market signals are side stepped,

RTOs hold a superficial appeal because a renewable developer can

interconnect without impediment (in theory) from an incumbent

transmission owner/operator and then sell its electricity to the RTO

as the central counterparty in in the RTO’s open markets. Let’s break

down this question of access.

accounting for the cost of new transmission required to enable entry and optimization of new clean

technologies

discounting for the disability that these new resources are intermittent and not dispatchable, except for

limited intervals in the case of storage (excepting hydro).

RTO markets to date have passed judgment on clean energy technologies, and the resounding outcome is

that, lacking government support and other revenue from outside the market, they are not competitive

with new natural gas generation in most locations.[6] And that’s before even:

This fact is inconvenient to renewable proponents wedded to RTO ideology.[7] And the fact is often

obscured by claims that solar and wind plants and battery arrays are cheaper to operate than natural gas,

and other fossil and nuclear plants. These claims are generally true, but of course paint an incomplete

picture of the investment calculus, by ignoring relative capital costs per installed megawatt.

Yet clean energy new entry abounds in RTOs.  Because while RTO markets have passed judgment on

renewable entry, it’s become blindly obvious these markets are not the final or only arbiter on the question.

In fact, what markets “think” about the economics of new clean energy entrants has become increasingly

irrelevant. The growing consensus is that we want these resources nevertheless and we want them quickly

because they are crucial to realizing our grid transformation objectives.

II. ACCESS TO THE GRID AND MARKET

RTO markets to date have

passed judgment on clean

energy technologies, and the

resounding outcome is that,

lacking government support

and other revenue from

outside the market, they are

not competitive with new

natural gas generation in

most locations.

A. Access To RTO Markets

In RTOs like SPP and MISO, markets at best play a distant supporting

role in defining a resource mix. The composition of the supply stack

instead has always been decided largely by state regulation of

vertically integrated utilities (integrated resource planning).For a
variety of reasons, utilities in these regions may seek to build resource portfolios that diverge from pure

“market” outcomes. Fuel source diversity, tax subsidy drivers, environmental attributes, fuel cost hedging

strategy, customer/regulator preferences, generator proximity to load, and perceived local economic

development imperatives are all factors that influence the ultimate generation supply mix. Thus, a third-

party renewable developer must establish a bilateral contract with a utility (or potentially a large retail

customer) as a pre-requisite to sell in these regions – at least for all practical intents and purposes.  
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8. Moreover, once the investment in plant is made, these revenues are almost guaranteed provided the sun is shining or wind blowing
given the zero-marginal cost operating profile of renewable energy resources. 

9. Sometimes these contracts are called “contracts for differences.” 

Even in RTOs with deregulated utilities (California and ERCOT), including those with capacity markets (PJM,

NY and NE) that were designed to manage resource adequacy and define the resource mix, access by

renewables to these markets is underwritten by contracts with large retail buyers or state programs

requiring the “deregulated” utility to contract to buy clean energy or through the creation of state

authorities created to procure and contract for clean energy. 

If you’ve noticed a theme, it’s “contracts.”  Access by renewables to RTO environments (whatever their stripe)

is all about contracts with the state, utilities or large customers, and that’s no different a path than access

offered to these resources in non-RTO markets. RTO prices – in energy, capacity and ancillary services

markets – are not signaling the need for these resources to enter and displace existing fossil and nuclear

plants. In fact, RTO prices are saying unmistakably there is no merchant opportunity for renewables in their

markets because market prices alone are insufficient to support the investment in plant. Entry instead

depends on out-of-market contracts and other subsidy support. 

If you’ve noticed a theme, it’s

“contracts” … there is

nothing evil about this. We

should accept, however, that

an entrant supported by

state-mandated or large

retail purchaser contract in

an RTO is just a rate-base

supported entrant under a

different name. 
 

Again, there is nothing evil about this. We should accept, however,

that an entrant supported by a state-mandated or large retail

purchaser contract in an RTO is just a rate-base supported entrant

under a different name. While we still use the terminology

“organized market” as compared to “bilateral markets” to distinguish

between RTO and non-RTO regions, in truth, both models today rely

on bilateral contracting to support renewable penetration. Despite

this similarity in access by contract, renewable supporters voice a

preference for the RTO model over the traditional regulated

environment. Why? What advantage do RTOs offer renewable

developers over non-RTO utilities when it comes to access?  

First, all supply - renewable or otherwise, merchant or rate-base – interconnected to an RTO is guaranteed a

buyer for its energy output, capacity value and ancillary services. In non-RTO regions there is no guaranteed

market – just the bilateral offtake contract. And while, as noted, for a renewable resource, RTO market

revenue usually isn’t enough to cover the full cost and return needed to justify the investment, it is still

material.[8] Of course, expected revenues earned by the resource in the RTO market do not end up as a

windfall to the solar or wind supplier over and above the offtake contract price; they are accounted for in

the contracting process.  The contract counterparty (e.g., the local utility or large retail customer) agrees to

pay a guaranteed contract price that, alongside tax credits and other incentives, is sufficient to finance the

solar or wind farm.  But while guaranteed, the contract price is reduced by revenues realized by the

renewable resource in the RTO markets.[9] 

Herein lies the appeal of RTO markets to renewable developers and the contract buyers that enable their

financing. Some portion of what the contract buyer pays the resource owner for its output is picked up by a

third party through operation of the RTO market. 

To illustrate, assume a $100 revenue stream is needed to make investment in the Sunny Solar Project viable.  

Big Tech Server Co. would like to procure the output of Sunny Solar to meet the corporate clean energy

targets of its data center business.  If Big Tech’s server is located in a traditional utility region, its bilateral

contract for the output of Sunny Solar will require a fixed price of $100 – end of story.  If instead its server is

located in an RTO, the ultimate price Big Tech pays under the contract is reduced by the revenues Sunny

Solar will receive from the RTO.  These revenues have the effect of materially reducing Big Tech’s contract

price. 



Other customers in the RTO, including those in other states, are unwittingly procuring and paying for a

share of Big Tech’s decision to contract with Sunny Solar in order to meet its clean energy targets.  This

does not necessarily mean these other customers are paying more than they would otherwise for the

electricity they need, at least in the short-term. The zero-marginal cost Sunny Solar output procured by the

RTO will displace some other existing resource, presumably one with higher marginal costs. The point is

having other customers in RTOs unconsciously sharing in the $100 cost to procure contract-subsidized

Sunny Solar obscures and dissipates the full cost of the Sunny Solar project. Additionally, it creates

potential operations instability and reliability challenges by suppressing revenues in the RTO markets

owed to other resources, including dispatchable resources needed to keep load and supply in real-time

balance. 

B. Access To Interconnection (the Queue) 

A second, advantage RTOs offer is access to the queue – the path to interconnecting a resource to the

transmission grid.  Interconnecting through an RTO allows many patrons in the front door and into the

lobby.  But getting an actual seat in the theater to see the show is a different matter. PJM estimates the

commercial probability that a given project entering the queue will reach commercial operation to be as

low as 3%.[10]  Interconnecting customers dealing directly with utilities in non-RTO regions will find fewer

patrons in the lobby but those there are much more likely to hold valid tickets for seats to the show.  The

opportunity to get in an RTO queue, even if that means only getting into the lobby, we’ll call “wide-open

access.” To use another analogy, “wide-open access” means everybody gets a free ticket to the lottery, with

few ultimately claiming a prize, and no guarantee that the most deserving projects are amongst the

winners. 
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10. PJM 2021 Reserve Requirement Study at p. 33 (October 2021) https://www.pjm.com/-/media/planning/res-adeq/2021-pjm-reserve-
requirement-study.ashx

11. A good generic description of the PJM conundrum was reported in: Overwhelmed by solar projects, the nation’s largest grid
operator seeks a two-year pause on approvals, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Feb. 3 2022; https://www.post-
gazette.com/business/powersource/2022/02/02/pjm-interconnection-queue-energy-projects-electricity-grid-operator-backlog-
approval-process/stories/202202020087

12. Admittedly, tariffs offer RTOs some discretion, for instance discretion to extend milestones or to instead hold an interconnection
customer in default. But this authority is weak and an RTO trying to impose order is often second guessed by FERC or an interested
state loathe to see any project, despite its infirmities, kicked out of the queue. A costly and time-consuming defense of a complaint at
FERC is often the response an RTO gets to its attempt to discipline its wide open-access queue. See, e.g., PJM Interconnection, LLC,
Docket No. ER22-634-000 (January 4, 2022) (challenging PJM attempt to cancel ISA for a 1600MW project in the queue for over 5 years
with little evident progress towards construction and commercial operation).

The interconnection queues

have become a modern-day

version of the 1889 Oklahoma

Land Rush, with RTO

management and FERC

playing the role of

beleaguered land office

agents attempting to resolve

competing claims among the

renewable project “Sooners.”

 

PJM’s queue is presently trying to process, in approximate numbers, an

astounding 200,000 MWs of renewable energy projects – more than the

RTO’s existing 180,000 MWs of total installed generation![11] Wide-open

access to interconnection sounds great, until the inevitable tragedy of

the commons floods the queue with speculative projects of dubious

merit obscuring and distracting from high-quality projects.  Market

forces at one time provided some discipline to the PJM queue, naturally

limiting entry to projects whose economic viability was expected based

on revenues from PJM’s markets. When an interconnection project’s

viability is no longer driven by market revenues, but instead by out of

market contract arrangements, this

Without the market naturally disciplining entry to the queue, perhaps the RTO could step in to exercise its

independent judgment to identify and advance high-quality projects and summarily dismiss from the

queue wildly optimistic or poorly conceived projects taking up time and resources?  But hold on. 

discipline disappears. No longer is there a force working to limit entry at the outset to quality projects and

minimize entry of highly speculative, “have to be in the game, to win” type projects. The interconnection

queues have become a modern-day version of the 1889 Oklahoma Land Rush, with RTO management and

FERC playing the role of beleaguered land office agents attempting to resolve competing claims among

the renewable project “Sooners.”

Although FERC insists on RTO independence, it has not vested, or cannot vest, the organization the

executive authority needed to exercise this discretion.[12]  
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No surprise then RTO queues find themselves in a state of dysfunction and federal litigation. Neutral, non-

discriminatory, but undisciplined, wide-open access begins to frustratingly look like system planning by a

blind and disinterested grid operator and planner. No surprise we’ve been hearing recent calls to create a

public federal planning agency with interstate scope.  To the extent this idea holds any appeal, we suspect

existing regional planners could do a lot better in managing interconnection if they were charged with this

same executive authority to curate among projects as is envisioned for a federal planning authority. 

13. Planning For The Future: FERC’s Opportunity To Spur More Cost-Effective Transmission Infrastructure, Gramlich and Caspary,
Report for Americans For A Clean Energy Grid (January 2021) (citing William Hogan, p.44). https://cleanenergygrid.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/01/ACEG_Planning-for-the-Future1.pdf

14. What do we mean here when we say the transmission owner is “naturally positioned”? Consider the ample comment offered to
FERC in its pending transmission planning ANOPR calling for the central planner to engage in “holistic,” “comprehensive,” “non-
siloed,” planning that integrates transmission with resource adequacy and interconnection – in other words, to engage in integrated
resource planning. The problem, of course, is integrated resource planning is a function of state regulation of its public utilities, and
not an authority vested in FERC and its regulation of RTOs.

The point here is that the

job of planning the

transmission grid and

managing

interconnection to this

grid calls for central

coordination.
 

The point here is that the job of planning the transmission grid including

managing interconnection to the grid calls for more central coordination

and less “wide-open access.”[13]

Somebody must be in charge; somebody must exercise what we call in our

second paper “executive authority” even if that means acting as a

gatekeeper. If we can’t or won’t charge RTOs with this authority, then one

obvious alternative would be some big, federal agency or authority planning

transmission and generation additions – not really unlike state-owned electricity companies that

dominated in Europe, Australia, South America and elsewhere for much of the last century. Alternatively,

we could embrace a regulatory paradigm that accepts the transmission owner as the natural monopolist,

one vested in the business of building transmission provided proper regulatory incentives are set, and one

naturally positioned to receive and coordinate state policy and preference when it comes to the grid and

the types of resources attached to it. [14] 

While this second model surely borrows from the past, we are not saying let’s

return to the traditional vertically integrated utility monopoly that

characterized the time before RTOs. We continue to see room for the RTO as

a planning agent, system operator and market administrator but not one

configured as we know them today.  These regional transmission operators

would be explicitly not independent, but accountable as instrumentalities to

a collection of transmission owners. The functions of these operators would

be regulated as functions of the public utilities that own or control them with

federal rules demanding transparency, meaningful collaboration and

inclusion with transmission customers, generators, state policymakers and

state and local siting and permitting authorities. FERC can by rule establish

standards and processes, but it will accept a reality (one that frankly already

exists) that any decision to expand transmission infrastructure for reasons  

More executive

authority means less

“democracy” in

actually making the

decision, but it also

means a more rapid

planning decision and

one more likely to

ultimately get

permitted and built.

other than for reliability or economic efficiency of interstate wholesale electricity trades will be made by

the transmission owner/planning agent and only after receiving the blessing from those states inextricably

affected by the decision that the investment is in the interests of the ratepayer, accounting for all public

policy interests the state and its citizens might have. More executive authority means less “democracy” in

actually making the decision, but it also means a more rapid planning decision and one more likely to

ultimately get permitted and built.
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15. The October 2020, “Vision Statement” published by NESCOE illustrates these kinds of state driven governance reforms. See,
https://nescoe.com/resource-center/vision-stmt-oct2020/. For its part, OPSI commissioned a report in 2019 titled Making Markets
Work For PJM States, that encouraged consideration of a role for OPSI in making section 205 filings to the PJM Tariff, with the goal of
“increasing state’s participation in – and authority over – PJM decision-making.”https://opsi.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Making-
Markets-Work-for-PJM-States-10-14-19-1.pdf , p.11 (emphasis supplied). When an RTO delegates or otherwise cedes its section 205
rights, either to non-utility customer groups or to a regional state committee, through “jump ball” type mechanisms or explicit rules
vesting 205 authority elsewhere beyond the RTO, we’re unclear how the RTO remains a “public utility” under the Federal Power Act or
how these arrangements conform to the “exclusive and independent authority” over tariff changes vested in RTOs by Order 2000
(subject only to those rights retained by transmission owning public utilities). This same type of question was raised recently by CAISO
in questioning legality under the Federal Power Act of proposals seeking to establish interregional planning boards to sit above RTOs
with section 205 rights over RTO tariffs. Reply Comments of the California Independent System Operator, Docket RM21-17-000, pps
39-51 (Nov. 30, 2021); https://elibrary.ferc.gov/eLibrary/filedownload?fileid=0F183FFD-BF35-CBA2-9DAD-7D72D7500000

16. See, e.g., A U.S. Macro Grid Transmission Planning for 100% Clean Electricity, White Paper, Energy Systems Integration Group (2021)
(“The United States should establish a national transmission planning authority and initiate an ongoing national transmission
planning process.”) https://www.esig.energy/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Transmission-Planning-White-Paper.pdf

III. ANOTHER MODEL

The challenge of transmission planning and expansion isn’t the only force driving us to consider RTO

alternatives.   As RTOs search for a source of executive authority, states are impatiently filling the vacuum by

more closely directing and controlling the system operator. What we called the “the quasi-governmental

RTO” in our second paper is ascending. Even in multi-jurisdictional RTOs, regional state committees (like

NESCOE, OMS and OPSI) are pushing to exercise greater control over the RTO, by urging representation on

RTO boards, open board meetings, greater “transparency” into RTO decision-making and directing RTO

section 205 filings before FERC.[15] 

As noted, some argue a model where the state runs the RTO is not ambitious enough, and what we need is

a federal central transmission planning authority to build out and operate a national “macro grid.”[16] The

last paper described our misgivings with state sponsored, quasi-governmental RTOs. In large part, these

concerns are only amplified by the prospect of a federal agency performing system operations and

planning. Still, we are not here to argue that public-ownership models for RTO operations must be

dismissed as somehow anti-American or dangerously socialist. 

For those, however, who still have faith in private enterprise, even if structural economic conditions require

subjecting it to close regulation, they are losing the battle in proving that a private ownership model can

work for system operations. The closest, albeit incomplete and unstable, example we have left in this

country is the “member-driven” RTO. Their unworkable governance leaves them with a lack of executive

authority needed to execute the changes to operations, planning and markets required to meet industry

transformation. Either states will take them over to provide this authority, or we need to look at a different

private model, grounded in well-established governance principles and sitting comfortably in a legally

sound regulatory domain. As private-ownership model optimists, we appeal to FERC to:

(1)  Abandon “independence” as a governance principle because it is antipathetic to either an RTO

that is an extension of a state (or federal) government or one that is a “member-driven” collective;

and

(2)  Re-open itself to a for-profit, private-ownership model of regional system operator, ideally to

replace the “member-driven” model, or at least to offer an additional path to support the collective

regional action needed to support renewable transformation in a reliable and cost-effective

manner. 

Our opinion is that private ownership of regional network operators, incented and disciplined by

regulation and profit motive, would execute state decarbonization agendas more quickly, efficiently and

reliably than a member-driven customer/owner model.  Of course, we’re not asking for blind faith. But we

would urge policymakers and FERC to at least be open to allowing the establishment of private models,

alongside the current RTO options (member-driven or state owned).  



What Would a Private Model Look Like?
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17. Our apologies if this concept is known to some readers as a GRIDCO or WIRES-CO or by some other acronym. Additionally, because
we intend TRANSCO to include operating the transmission system, including related market constructs, we are describing a broader
concept than examples like Vermont Electric Power Company (VELCO) or American Transmission Company (ATC), entities also
described as TRANSCOs. 

As we insisted in our last installment, it’s long past time to have a clear understanding of who owns (and

thus who is in control and accountable for) grid operations functions and related market administration. 

 At a high level it’s a binary choice – either public (governmental) or private ownership.  

International examples reveal both private and government owned system operators and market

administrators – but in all cases ownership is clear.  The ownership ambiguity problem really is unique to

RTOs in this county. More specifically, it is unique to the member-driven, multi-state regional RTOs (PJM,

ISO-NE, MISO, SPP). Single state RTOs are, or are becoming, instrumentalities of state government – with

the advantages and disadvantages that follow from that.  

…we’re not asking

for blind faith. But

we would urge

policymakers and

FERC to at least be

open to allowing the

establishment of

private models,

alongside the

current RTO options.
 

A private ownership model for grid operations and market administration

backed by strong regulation does not mean setting the clock back to the

1980’s with many individual balancing authorities administered by vertically

integrated utilities. There is undoubted benefit to regional operations, regional

planning and a unit commitment model that is blind to ownership and

instead optimizes across reliability, economic and environmental constraints.

A look to the past, as well as to some nascent developments occurring here in

the South and West, and to examples in international settings offers proof that

other, non-RTO, private ownership models offer promise to realize the benefits

of regionalism and non-preferential unit commitment while at the same time

being positioned to execute quickly on the new policy imperatives facing the

industry (e.g., decarbonization, electrification, resilience, etc.).

(i)   A Modified TRANSCO Model

When institutional options for system operators and their governance were debated at FERC in the late

1990s, the leading alternative to the ISO was the TRANSCO. TRANSCO as a species includes multiple sub-

species representing variations on a theme; thus, the term tends to mean different things to different

people.  But when we use the term, we intend to describe a concept which involves a for-profit, private

owner of the systems assets (transmission lines, substations, etc.) under the same corporate roof as the

system operations functions.[17] The vision for a TRANSCO generally included a separation or unbundling of

previously integrated utility functions.  In other words, while a TRANSCO would own and operate

transmission, it would not own or operate generation or provide retail electricity service. The National Grid

Company in the United Kingdom is one of several prominent examples of a classic TRANSCO model

operating today in Europe. 

The ownership

ambiguity problem

really is unique to

RTOs in this county.
 

Unlike the UK and other international jurisdictions, state legislative actions in this

country to liberalize the electricity industry sometimes directed full divestiture

and other times ended up with a compromise where generation was “functionally

unbundled” from transmission. Functional unbundling described the transfer of

generation to a competitive affiliate of the utility holding company in lieu of

divestiture to a wholly unaffiliated third-party.  

Surprisingly, twenty years on, what legislation in these states failed to accomplish fully – true unbundling -

market forces and investor pressure largely is accomplishing.  Today, so-called “deregulated states” all are

rapidly approaching a place of full unbundling due to the sale in recent years of affiliated generation in

“functionally unbundled,” states either to independent power producers or private equity firms.  As a result,

this country is close to having:  
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18. We say “RTO” in quotes because technically such an arrangement would not qualify as an RTO – for one thing, it would not be
independent of market participants. But in a Group 1 world where generation is largely in unaffiliated merchant hands, query how
accurate it is to describe the transmission owners who own and control the system operator as “market participants”? 

 Group 1 RTOs serving deregulated retail states where most generation is owned by independent

merchants; 

 Group 2 RTOs serving regulated states where most generation is held or controlled by traditional

vertically-integrated utilities; and 

 Generation owned or controlled by traditional vertically integrated utilities operating in states not

served by an RTO. 

1.

2.

3.

What does this evolution mean when reconsidering a TRANSCO type model that would provide for

private ownership of both the grid and grid operations?  Given the legal separation of plants from wires,

Group 1 RTOs above look particularly well suited to consider a TRANSCO type option. While CAISO, ERCOT

and the three northeastern RTOs can be characterized as falling into Group 1, the TRANSCO ship may

have sailed for single-state RTOs (CAISO, ERCOT and NYISO) where governance and control of system

operations is already expressly, or trending toward, the public (governmental) model.  This leaves

“member-driven” ISO-NE and PJM. 

An obstacle to creating TRANSCOs in the United States in the late 1990s was the tax and financial

complication entailed in transferring transmission from individual transmission owners to the TRANSCO.

This transfer and legal consolidation was essential to the model because transmission had to be spun off

from the generating companies to prevent preferential self-dealing in transmission operations. But what

if, as is generally the case in PJM and ISO-NE, legislative and/or financial forces have over the past 20 years

or so worked to spin off generation from transmission companies?  Why not then instead allow the

individual transmission companies to continue to own their respective transmission assets while also

allowing them to come together to form and own a separate venture to operate these assets? 

This venture would of course provide the open access transmission service currently offered by the RTOs

(PJM and ISO-NE), but invariably would also include market operations and logically regional planning.

Theoretically at least, the only distinction at the end of the day, might be that instead of an RTO where

ownership, control and accountability is unclear and widely dispersed, we’re left with a governable “RTO”

owned by transmission owners who are not just interested in, but dependent on, an environment that

promotes efficient generation investment, retention and retirement.[18]  So, no longer an RTO as defined

by FERC, but not a classic TRANSCO because while transmission assets and operation of the system are

controlled by transmission owners, they are not necessarily doing this in a single corporate structure, but

instead retaining the individual transmission companies and collectively owning and controlling a

separate venture to perform system operations. Let’s call this “modified” TRANSCO, TRANSCO-M.

Where do integrated utilities, including municipal and public power companies, industrial customers,

competitive retail electric providers, trading firms and merchant generators sit in a TRANSCO-M?   The

short answer is as customers and not likely owning or directly controlling governance and decision-

making of grid operations and market administration. But if rule making falls to transmission owners

wouldn’t that inherently work inequitably and unfairly against other interests?  



19. The TRANSCO-M arrangement promises to provide states a clearer and more direct path to having their electricity and climate
policies objectives realized considering the historic and continuing regulatory relationship between states and transmission owners.
This should be welcome news to states and environmental advocates that believe the RTO is thwarting state policies in this area. But
of course, where state policy is not viewed as sufficiently progressive on climate matters, the TRANSCO-M model will leave little
opportunity for advocates to pursue recourse at FERC. An RTO might present as an ill-defined vehicle to discharge electricity and
climate policy direction coming from FERC. - ill-defined, but a vehicle, nonetheless. A TRANSCO-M, in contrast, would be driven quite
explicitly by state policy objectives.
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While a TRANSCO-M would not be “independent” in the governance sense of an RTO, that’s not to say it

can’t be made to operate in a just and reasonable fashion subject to Federal Power Act standards and

assuring outcomes (in both grid and market operations) that optimize across economic, reliability and

environmental constraints. Regulation need not be solely prescriptive. Regulation aligning the financial

incentive of a for-profit operator with goals around efficiency and competitive metrics, could result in

outcomes benefiting consumers that might surprise those who believe a financially disinterested system

operator is the only way to go. Rules advanced by the TRANSCO-M will strike a balance among these

competing constraints. This balance and the rules and structures used to strike this balance will vary from

one TRANSCO-M to the next, with this variation largely reflecting differing policy preferences of states

served by each TRANSCO-M.[19] 

Unlike the RTO, which from time to time has acted as a vehicle to advance FERC’s legally ambitious public

policy initiatives, the role of the TRANSCO-M would be clearly understood as subject to state policies, such

as those related to resource adequacy, clean energy targets, integrated resource planning and demand

response. Grid and market operations would still remain subject to assertive (as opposed to “light-handed”)

FERC oversight and assessment by a fully independent market monitor – one whose employment or

retention is not decided by the TRANSCO-M as grid operator.  TRANSCO-M rule environments would of

course meet federal standards for competitive, fair, non-discriminatory, just and reasonable, wholesale

electricity transactions conducted in an environment that meets federal reliability standards.  But this

permits a broad spectrum of approach, as is evident today with operations in California, the desert

Southwest, the Northeast, and the South all meeting Federal Power Act standards, notwithstanding their

variety. 

Unlike the RTO, which

from time to time has

acted as a vehicle to

advance FERC’s legally  

 ambitious public policy

initiatives, the role of the

TRANSCO-M would be

clearly understood as

subject to state policy

direction. 
 

 

The takeway? The case that regulation is inferior to a structural

separation of transmission ownership from operations, with

operations performed by an independent entity having no clear

ownership or accountability, is weaker today than 20 years ago,

because facts have changed. Not only facts, but what we are looking

for from the industry also has changed.  Environmental objectives

are seeking generation resource and transmission infrastructure

responses which differ from the reliability-constrained economic

outcomes RTOs were designed to deliver. An approach that restores

transmission company control over transmission planning and

operations, disciplined by regulation but also incented by regulation

to meet regional efficiencies in planning and operations, on balance,

seems better positioned to advance our grid transformation

objectives. 

(ii)   How Would Member Driven Group 1 RTOs Evolve Into a TRANSCO-M?

If the idea of a TRANSCO-M seems radical, the path to realizing one is quite straightforward. At least since

2005, FERC has reminded the industry that RTO membership is voluntary. Of course, it’s only voluntary for

transmission owners, and practically speaking, those transmission owners that have decided with the

support of their state(s) to either join or refrain from joining an RTO.  All other interests tied to the

transmission system – merchant power plants, municipal/cooperative utilities, industrial customers, etc. -

join or leave an RTO involuntarily, beholden to the transmission owner’s decision. Whether RTO proponents

like to admit it, the transmission owner always has naturally stood in the position of “first among equals”

relative to other members in the RTO. 



20. Indeed, establishing arrangements whereby the RTO continues to provide system operations, market administration and planning
services sought by a TRANSCO-M formed by the departing transmission owners might settle arguments over the exit fee barrier
erected in some RTOs to discourage transmission owners from leaving the RTO. 

21. For example, the economic advantage of a private-ownership model might address the acute queue backlog problem in certain
RTOs.While this problem is multi-faceted, a common complaint is that the RTO is understaffed, overworked and unable to process the
volume of demand. One wonders how long this complaint would persist if the system planner was a private, for-profit firm incented to
meet demand.

1 1

The voluntary character of RTOs means that like-minded transmission owners and states can withdraw

from their existing RTO and constitute a TRANSCO-M to provide grid, market and planning operations in a

manner that best reflects the policy preferences of their associated states. While governance will change,

and likely so too will rules, this does not mean the TRANSCO-M would have to build systems and

personnel expertise from scratch. Nothing would prevent existing RTO systems and personnel from

performing the functions proscribed by the TRANSCO-M, either as employees or by way of contract.[20] 

Admittedly, it strains imagination to expect a TRANSCO-M to cover a large and diverse footprint of states.

Thus, it is easier to see a MISO, SPP or particularly a PJM fragmenting into smaller confederations if the

RTO was replaced by transmission-owner created TRANSCO-M structures. Smaller but stronger TRANSCO-

Ms with executive authority to execute on the policy preferences of their states would likely result.

Disaggregation will sacrifice a degree of the efficiency that comes from broad regionalization. But there

would still be room for a TRANSCO-M to agree with another TRANSCO-M or with its residual neighboring

RTO to share “common market” functions, including retaining a centralized dispatch and economic unit

commitment model, balancing markets, inter-regional planning and transmission services. 

As mentioned, the TRANSCO-M model is probably irrelevant for those Group 1 RTOs that are quasi-

governmental instrumentalities or heading in that direction.  But for the private member-driven corporate

RTOs in Group 1 (ISO-NE and PJM) TRANSCO-M should be considered as an alternative offering clear

ownership (and the incentives and advantages that come from that clarity)[21] as well as providing

operations more directly responsive to state policy preferences. 

Could the TRANSCO-M structure apply to regions where states have left their incumbent integrated

(bundled) utilities in place?  Here, the obvious concern is that a transmission system operator/market

administer jointly owned and controlled by companies that also own or control generating assets, by

definition, will not act in a disinterested manner.  

Yet prior to RTOs, examples of both tight and loose power pools show competitors can come together

regionally to achieve efficiencies for their customers, even if that means ceding control over dispatch and

other operations. And when all is said and done, how much differently would we expect existing Group 2

(bundled) RTOs like SPP and MISO, to operate today if they were governed by their transmission owners

and subject to clear regulation imposing standards of conduct and compliance with non-discriminatory

Federal Power Act rules? After all, some would argue these RTOs today are essentially clubs run by their

transmission owners in accordance with state policy directive.

(iii)  Can a TRANSCO-M Model Work For Group 2 RTOs And In Regions Today Where RTOs Do Not

Operate?

The objection that most readily springs to mind is the plight of the merchant generator – an independent

power producer (“IPP”) whose livelihood depends on a dispatch blind to ownership and a market that

provides revenues sufficient to attract and retain all economic investment.  These IPPs are not to be

confused with those whose investments are supported by a long-term power purchase agreement with

an incumbent utility or large retail customer or supported by a state program (non-merchant IPPs).  How

could a truly merchant generator – dependent solely on market revenues – build a viable business plan in

a TRANSCO-M, where the owners of the system operator/market administrator themselves own

competing generation assets?



Most truly merchant generation is already located in Group 1 RTO regions where states have

deregulated and utility operations have been unbundled.[23]

Truly merchant generation is thermal generation.  Non-merchant IPPs, including renewable generators,

once connected to the grid are more often like partners alongside their integrated utility

counterparties; consequently, they can be expected to have less concern with these parties operating

the grid and making dispatch and unit commitment decisions. 

If the future belongs to renewable resources, and their investment model is based on contracts or other

support outside the market, as opposed solely on revenues from RTO markets, then we can expect a

decreasing percentage of truly merchant generators and an increasing percentage of non-merchant

IPP generation. 

Finally, if the future belongs to renewable resources that produce electricity when they can with little

regard to the dispatch and commitment decisions of the operator, how much concern should we really

have when the operator making dispatch decisions is controlled by a collection of transmission

companies that also own generation? 

The answer is they probably can’t, regardless of the firewalls that regulation could conceivably erect.[22]

But consider the reality already facing the merchant IPP business today. True merchant plants are illusory

in these Group 2 RTOs even today. We’d submit the reality largely looks like this:

1.

2.

3.

4.

22. At the same time, it concedes too much to dismiss the idea that more robust and smarter regulation wouldn’t improve the
competitive environment even in cases where grid and market operations are affiliated with generation ownership. Early on Professor
Hogan believed ringfencing conceivably could be viable in situations where operations and generation ownership was affiliated. See
William Hogan, Supplemental Comments on Testimony Before FERC IS0 Inquiry, Docket No. PL98-5-00, (May 1,1998). available at
http://ksgwww.harvard.edu/people/whogan~ (speaking of ring-fencing system operations functions). More recent reports have former
FERC Commissioner Nora Brownell stating that:

(a)lmost all data used in planning decisions is provided by incumbent transmission owner filings and it is not independently
verified, but new technologies like those recognized in the FERC ANOPR can deliver independent data that can optimize
system performance for planning decisions, and Department of Energy labs can verify it.

Trabish, H., Gridlock in transmission queues spotlights need for FERC action on planning, Utility Dive (July 19, 2021)
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/gridlock-in-transmission-queues-spotlights-need-for-ferc-action-on-planning/603128/. This
statement accurately recognizes the vital role transmission owners have controlling data that determines the operational capability
and limits of the facilities they own. The data problem identified by former Commissioner Brownell isn’t remedied by a structural
separation of system operations from ownership – it’s an issue in both RTO and non-RTO situations. And thus, it suggests more
opportunity is available for FERC to regulate disclosure and verification rather than overestimating the degree to which a structural
separation of operations from ownership solves fairness problems compared to models where transmission operations and ownership
are kept together. 
 
23. Those states that elected to unbundle utility operations created an environment to support merchant investment; those that chose
not to did not see much merchant entry. Perhaps it’s surprising to realize that viable merchant generation depends much more on
state policies and actions, and less so on what FERC has done by way of open access and RTO formation.
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The point being there isn’t much truly merchant generation operating in regions with vertically integrated

utility transmission owners, whether in RTOs or not.  And even less can be expected going forward seeing

that a purely merchant model is usually unviable for renewable generation.  The case that system

operations must be separated from transmission ownership has certainly weakened.  As far as separating

system operations from generation ownership, notwithstanding the four observations above, we won’t

claim it’s impossible to envision a scenario where a TRANSCO-M owned by bundled utilities would act

with favoritism for one of its owner’s resources or engage in discrimination masked as action needed for

reliability reasons.  But we should ask whether changed circumstances make these kinds of problems ones

that regulation (establishing firewalls and data transparency), truly independent market monitors and

technologies affording regulators better real time visibility, now can manage? 
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The analysis and observations set forth above are designed to answer a question: can we reasonably

expect existing models for RTO governance to meet grid transformation objectives currently underway?

There is a trending toward greater state control over RTOs and in certain single-state regions this control is

explicitly formalized and others are coming closer by the day to having the RTO become a form of state

agency.

IV. CONCLUSION

State controlled RTOs will likely prove successful in pushing the

transformation of the grid by increasing electrification and decreasing

carbon emissions (assuming that is and remains the policy preference

of the state in question).  But by the end of this process, we doubt

whether these systems will look anything like RTOs as we know them

today. Certainly, as single-state political institutions they’re unlikely to

become very regional in scope.[24] And, being political in nature, it’s

reasonable to expect them to pursue policy by way of

command/control and intervention, with less patience and a greater

suspicion as to whether market paradigms can deliver on urgent policy

objectives.    

The uncertain question of

ownership these RTOs

face, leaves them too often

being pushed and pulled

in a struggle for control by

stakeholders seeking to

marshal the RTO as an

instrument to advance

their particular agenda.
 

24. This is a grave political economy problem considering the persuasive case many are making that efficient renewable penetration
depends on a broad regional dispatch and interregional transmission planning.

25. A very different opinion is that the function and the urgent mission it faces are too important for the private sector. For example, a
recent commentator in the realm of RTO governance advocates for a regime that would have the federal government essentially
nationalize both grid operations and grid ownership. Shelley Welton, Rethinking Grid Governance for the Climate Change Era, 109
CAL. L. REV. 209, 227 (2021). 

As for member-driven, multi-state RTOs, they look and function a lot less “corporate” these days than in the

past, with less executive authority and less independence from their members and other stakeholders.

Whatever advantage some might see from this change, efficient decision-making producing coherent (as

opposed to suboptimal compromised) programs, has not been the result. The uncertain question of

ownership facing these RTOs, leaves them too often being pushed and pulled in a struggle for control by

stakeholders seeking to marshal the RTO as an instrument to advance their particular agenda. 

In the final analysis,

FERC should be

trying to promote

regionalization in

whatever form it

might take.
 

We still think a private-ownership model for grid operations could prove

superior to public ownership and that’s why our papers have put multi-state,

member-driven RTOs on the examining table.[25]  It’s time to reexamine

axioms we’ve long held and compare them with the reality of the system as it

is today and as it is evolving – a reality that is quite distinct from the scenarios

and assumptions we accepted 20 years back.The world has changed and its

trajectory looks quite different than it did 20 years ago when TRANSCOs failed

to gain much traction and when we all accepted with little caveat that

regulation was a poor substitute compared with a structural divestiture of

system operations from control and ownership of transmission. 

We are careful to use the term “reexamine” and not “reject.” We’re partial to approaches based on a private

ownership of system operations by transmission companies, properly incented and disciplined by

regulation. Plainly, many don’t share our optimism.   But we do believe we’ve raised sufficiently important

and numerous limitations and problems with current RTO governance regimes to urge FERC to consider,

with a broad mind, different private ownership regimes for regional grid and market operators alongside

the current public (governmental) RTO model and the private (member-driven) RTO model.  
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In the final analysis, FERC should be trying to promote regionalization in whatever form it might take.[26]

In so doing, it should lean-in where its jurisdictional prerogatives are the greatest. As a wholesale and

interstate electric transmission regulator, FERC’s jurisdictional wheelhouse is naturally in encouraging

regionalization and efficiency. Its initiatives are weakest in forays into those areas where other entities –

especially states – have a stronger basis under the law to take the reins. While it might also like to do

everything within its power to promote decarbonization, its mandate is distinct from environmental

regulators, and the states themselves.  It should remain open to the idea that non-independent forms of

system operator/market administrator might prove more expedient and effective to meet the goals that

are shared by many states, while providing the public policy space to recognize the differences that exist

across states and regions.   It has already accepted non-independent public governance models such as

CAISO, so this should, in theory, be no particular stretch. As far as private ownership models, the

Commission should be receptive to both TRANSCO type options as well as other hybrids and

confederations, both loose and tight, that promise a degree of joint or coordinated operations,

competition and system planning. 

26. Advice offered nearly 25 years ago remains instructive today:

Perhaps most importantly, the Commission should provide a framework in which transmission market institutions have an
opportunity to evolve efficiently. This has not been possible under the pervasive regulatory framework that has existed for 60
years. It will also not be possible if all utilities are now forced to adopt an ISO, or for that matter, any other single institutional
structure. 

Lenard, T., The Electricity Journal, Getting the Transcos Right, p. 52 (Nov. 1998)


